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A pod of humpback dolphins in the Fitzroy River in central  
Queensland have been spotted using rare and risky  
behaviour to catch their prey. 

Southern Cross University researcher Daniele Cagnazzi said  
the dolphins, weighing up to 250 kilograms, were beaching  
themselves on mudbanks in a technique called stand  
feeding. 

Dr Cagnazzi said he first saw dolphins using the technique in  
2009, but this pod is the first documented species to display  
the behaviour in Australia. 
"The dolphins push themselves out of the water onto the bank, and then while they are on 
the mud they can arch their body and grab the fish before turning back into the water," he 
said. 
 
"It's a very, very rare behaviour to observe in the wild. 
"It's risky because the average humpback dolphin is about 2.7 metres in length and about 
250kg in weight. So, think about it, you have an animal of this size stranded on a bank, trying 
to catch a small fish. 
"It's high risk for little reward, we can say, because the risk of remaining stranded on the 
bank is very high." 

The whole process takes seconds and can involve either partial or full body exposure.  
"They hang there for a few seconds, maybe five to 10 seconds at the most, before re-
entering the water," Dr Cagnazzi said.  
"At the moment, this population is the only one that seems to be doing this behaviour 
consistently in the same location and with the same settings. 
"Since this behaviour is routinely repeated it must provide an important proportion of their 
daily feeding needs — dolphins must consume 4 to 6 per cent of their own body weight in 
fish each day."  

Dr Cagnazzi said the risky technique had been documented in few locations internationally 
and never before in Australia.  
"Western Australian bottlenose dolphins do something very similar where they chase fish in 
very shallow water but they don't generally do full stranding like the humpback dolphins in 
the Fitzroy," he said.  

Dolphins strand feeding on the 
Fitzroy River in central 
Queensland.(Supplied: Southern 
Cross University) 
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Researchers watching climate change closely 

Having observed the species for 13 years, researchers said females with juveniles used the 
technique most. 

"Occasionally there are also some males. We believe that maybe this behaviour is taught by 
mothers to their calves," he said.  
"With climate change and increasing flood frequency, their habitat is in continuous change 
and the characteristics of where dolphins strand feed keeps changing. 
"It's possible that their habitat will change to a point where dolphins will not be capable to 
strand feed to provide their daily food needs.  
"If that happens they may need to find other techniques or they may even move to other 
areas where they will find more food sources."  

Dr Cagnazzi and his team will continue to monitor the vulnerable species and how they react 
to the impacts of climate change.  

"It's the longest study on this species in Australia. Obviously there is a lot that we can 
answer by studying this population that no-one has done," he said. 
"We know the sex of most of the animals in the population, now we know the age of many 
calves and juveniles, and we've done studies of the toxicology of the population, so we 
really have a diverse set of data. 
"In particular this behaviour shows the importance of the link of these species with their 
habitat and the importance to protect their habitat to allow them to keep doing this 
behaviour."  

 


